Dates: Wednesdays Oct 12th, Oct 19th, Nov 9th, and Tuesday Nov 22nd
Time: 8pm ’til the last pup
Where: EmDogs Acres 5108 14th St Plano, TX
Cost: $20 per night, or $70 for all 4 nights – cash or check only!
What is this “League” thing all about? So glad you asked! Our Sweater Weather Agility
League is a fun competition where teams of two dogs and two handlers run two agility courses each
night. Both runs are scored and count towards your dog’s cumulative score which is calculated at the
end of the four nights. We only count the best 7 out of 8 runs! *More details on next page
Courses are based on UKI and USDAA course designs in a variety of classes. There will be TWO
SEPARATE LEAGUES running simultaneously: one for baby dog teams and one for more
experienced dogs. One handler may run multiple dogs, but not as the same team. There will be no
teeter or weave poles in the Baby Dog League.
Singles option? Yes! There will be baby dog and advanced league play for singles as well.
Prizes you say? Yeah! Teams that place 1st and 2nd receive a portion of the pot!
*Also a super fun prize for best team name!

Awesome! Sign me up!
Name:

Dog Name:

Email:

Phone #:

Teammate’s Name:
No teammate? Check this leaf for random team assignment!
SUPER AWESOME TEAM NAME?!:
Playing alone? Check this pumpkin for singles league!
League (circle one): Baby / Advanced
Jump Height: 4”

8”

12”

16”

22”

24”

Faults: Below are the faults that can be marked against you







Off course obstacles (-5 pts)
Refusals (-5 pts)
Missed down contacts (-5 pts)
Dropped bars (-5 pts)
Omitted obstacles (-20 pts)
Training is encouraged in the ring but will result in an E(100 points)

Scoring: Runs are scored time plus faults – you want the LOWEST cumulative score!
 Scoring is time plus faults – so for example, a 30 second run with 1 knocked bar would
leave you with 35 points
 Absent runs will result in an E (100 points).
 Improper conduct on site will result in an E (100 points).
 The final score for your dog is based on their 7 BEST scores out of the 8 which are added
together.
 The final score of your team is based on the combined scores of the two dogs.
Example: Run 1

Run 2 Run 3

Dog 1
Dog 2

E (100)
27
41
E (100)

35
27

Run 4 Run 5
35
50

E (100)
29

Run 6 Run 7
40
30

Run 8

Total

45
32
314
ABS(100) ABS(100)
377
Total: 691

 For singles the same rules will apply to your final score which will be up against the final
scores of other single players.
 Final scores and placements will be for Baby Dog Teams, Advanced Dog Teams, Singles
Baby Dog, and Singles Advanced.

